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Farewell, René! Our
OPA Program Director 
René Gonzalez joined the Healthy Futures
family in 2015 when Big Decisions was
awarded a five-year federal evaluation
grant. Before joining our team René served
on several national task forces examining
higher education challenges for Hispanics,
winning and managing over $13 million in
collaborative grants with Hispanic-serving
Institutions.

“René brought years of valuable
experience in running large federal grants,” says Healthy Futures President Evelyn Delgado.
“For five years, René guided us through all the requirements and reporting in a successful
manner.”

As the grant comes to end, René plans to help Healthy Futures finish any remaining tasks
before beginning a well-deserved retirement. “It’s been many miles of fun working with René,
and I am honored to have worked alongside him,” says teammate and Program Manager
Monica Rivera.

Thank you, René. Your work improved the health of hundreds of Texas youth and made our
communities stronger.

Join us in bidding René adieu by checking out our farewell parade here.

Young Women Take the Lead
with Healthy Futures: We're Co-
Creating Innovative Sex Ed
With Young People
The Anna Burdick Lalor Program of the Lalor
Foundation has awarded Healthy Futures of
Texas $15,000 for an innovative project to co-
create a sex ed program for young women
with young women. This marks an important
shift in sex ed curriculum development towards involving young people as equal partners in
creating programs that will be used by young people.

We're excited to get this process started and hope to curate our team of youth experts by
the end of the month! For more information on the project, or to get involved, click here.

TWHC Member Spotlight:

Every Body Texas
Women’s Health and Family Planning Association
of Texas, a member of TWHC is now Every Body
Texas! They sat down with TWHC staff for a virtual
chat about the challenges clients face accessing
sexual and reproductive healthcare, the effects of policy on providers, and what they hope
their new brand and website communicates to the public. 

“We have a new look and new name, but one thing remains the same: Everything we do is
to pursue a more equitable and accessible culture of health. For everybody.” 

U.S. Supreme Court allows Broadening of Employer
Exemptions to Contraceptive Coverage
On July 8, 2020, the United States Supreme Court ruled to allow employers and insurers to
cite religious or moral objections and opt out of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) provision that
ensures contraceptive services, and all FDA-approved contraceptive methods, are available
through employer-sponsored health plans at no cost to the client

This means that more employers now have the option to decide whether their employees
have access to contraception - putting the contraceptive coverage that millions of women
rely on at risk.

Since the ACA was implemented, there’s been a consistent campaign to degrade the
contraception provision.

Initially, ACA regulations allowed exemptions for places of worship and provided
religiously affiliated non-profit organizations the opportunity to apply for
an accommodation in which the employer did not have to pay for contraception
coverage.
As a result of the 2014 Hobby Lobby case, the accommodation application process
was extended to certain for-profit corporations.
The 2020 Supreme Court decision upholds the new regulations finalized in 2018,
which allows any employer with a religious or moral objection to bypass any
exemption or accommodation application process and simply choose not to include
contraceptive services in their employee coverage plans.
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